Technical
Animator
Based in our studio in Bath.

Salary: £20,000 - £35,000
depending on experience

This is an exciting period of rapid growth for The Table Creative and
we are seeking to grow our visualisation team further. Offering the
right candidate a fantastic opportunity to work alongside outstanding
CGI artists, designers and stylists to produce breathtaking images
and animations for a broad and varied audience across our Provizion
(product) and Envizion (built environment) departments.
The Technical Animator will work directly alongside our CGI artists and
interior designers on the production and output of high-quality technical
animations and illustrations for our Envizion (CGI for built environment) and
Provizion (CGI for product) departments. Provizion animations will typically
include ‘how to’ installation videos and animated lifestyle shots, while
Envizion animations will typically include property videos and flythroughs.
Reporting to the Managing Director, your role will see you working on
the planning, stroyboarding, modelling, texturing, animating, lighting and
rendering of photorealistic animated CGI content, and depending on
experiance, leading other members of the visualisation team.
Your skillset and existing portfolio will be broad, demonstrating examples of
animated and/or interactive visualisation content across a range of sectors,
including but not limited to residential architecture, product & brand design
and instructional assembly demonstrations.
Animation will be your passion, with your pixel-perfect eye for detail
ensuring each animation exceeds client expectations every time.
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Key skills

Responsibilities

TECHNICAL:
Proficient in 3DS Max and/or Maya animation with
Corona and/or Vray rendering software.
Experience with water simulation plugins such as
Phoenix would be advantageous.
Confident using post-production software to
enhance your renders into truly photorealistic
videos.
Experience producing animated and still
photorealistic imagery.
Storyboarding and pre-viz presentation skills.
Compositing and motion tracking experience
would be desirable.
Interactive content production experience would
also play to your advantage.
Passionate for detail, with an eye for bringing
energy into images and animations.

Depending on your experience and skill level, you
will be assisting / producing / directing the production
and output of photorealistic 3D Annimation with tasks
including but not limited to:
•

•

•

Modelling and lighting interior 3D scenes from
scratch, with reference to CAD drawings and
interior design mood boards and scheme drawings.
The role will see you pre-viz, produce and finish
animations for our existing clients across our
Provizion and Envizion sectors.
Creating realistic and detailed models from physical
product samples and references.

BROADER TECHNICAL SKILLS:
Ability to understand and interpret architectural
drawings, models and concepts.
Demonstrate the ability to achieve high-quality
outputs in various media communication forms
from across the Adobe package.
Experience of photography, illustration or hand
drawing is beneficial but not essential.
Experienced in producing a range of finished
work to various artistic styles and outputs.
Pixel-perfect eye for detail.
Ability to prioritise tasks appropriately, managing
your time effectively and independently.
COMMUNICATION SKILLS:
Outstanding verbal skills which enable you to
describe your own work clearly and effectively
both to in-house and external clients and
stakeholders.
Comfortable using a variety of means to
communicate including telephone, email,
presentations and video conferencing.
Able to listen effectively, to understand what is
required, asking questions where relevant.
Diligent at recording information and keeping
records of information and requests.
Responding fully, accurately and in a timely
fashion to tasks appointed.
Make simple but effective presentations in-house
as required.
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People skills
•
•

•
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•

Proactive, confident and engaged.
Communicating, upholding and
representing our values of Integrity,
Creativity, Hospitality and Trust at all times
to others in-house and externally.
Responding quickly, effectively and with
humility to direction from senior staff and
colleagues.
Engaging in constructive interaction with
colleagues.
Listening and asking open questions.
Working as an influential member of a team.

Personal qualities
•

•
•
•
•
•

Able to undertake a diverse range of tasks, involving
different people and different activities, whilst
prioritising your own work and achieving fixed
deadlines.
Demonstrate enthusiasm, accuracy, confidence and
pride in your work.
Be reliable, follow-through, complete tasks and be
prepared to go the extra mile.
Be flexible to meet the needs of the company and its
work.
Hungry to learn and grow as a creative in both
technical and artistic skill sets.
Bags of initiative to solve problems and a can-do
attitude to challenges.

Qualifications and experience
•
•
•
•
•
•

We are open to applicants of all levels, but we would assume an undergraduate degree in a
CGI discipline, supported with an outstanding portfolio of work as a pre-requesite.
A portfolio of high quality animated content, demonstrating your ability to bring products and
places to life.
Experience of working in a professional office-based environment is preferable but not
essential.
Experience within an architectural practice or construction industry would be an advantage
but not essential.
An interest in art/architecture and an understanding of design principles, composition and
colour theory is crucial.
Demonstrate a keen eye for detail, composition and visual narrative
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Working for us
Salary: £20,000 - £35,000
depending on experience

We believe our greatest assets are our staff and therefore,
we take special care of The Table Creative family.
THIS INCLUDES AS STANDARD:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Opportunity to grow your career
Special welcome gift on arrival
20 days annual leave as standard (plus bank holidays)
1 extra day for every year you are with us
Additional 4 days Christmas leave allowance
Your Birthday off - because no one should have to work on their
special day
Charitable Leave Allowance - enabling you to give your time to
a cause of your choice
Sweet and savoury snack and drinks station
Monthly ‘feast and feedback’ sessions
Quarterly team events
Newly fitted office space that inspires creativity and
collaborative working

To apply, email your letter of motivation, CV and
portfolio /showreel to:

joinus@thetablecreative.com

